
 

 

250 Feet CAT 6A Solid & Shielded (F/UTP) CMR Riser Bulk 
Ethernet Cable with 10-Pack Universal Shielded RJ45 

Connectors - Blue 
(TR4-70SRBL250-K) 

 

 
 

Micro Connectors' Bulk CAT6A CMR Riser Shielded Cable comes on a convenient 
wooden spool for easy access, providing you with 250 feet of high quality, solid 
full copper wire with overall aluminum foil shielding, ready for termination and 
routing. The Mylar foil shielding protects your data as it travels through the four 
twisted pairs of 23-gauge solid copper wires by wrapping it in a thin metal 
sleeve thus keeping electrical interference from things like fluorescent lights 
and electrical lines found in a drop ceiling or inside walls at a minimum. Simply 
pull the length required for your installation straight from the spool and 
terminate at your leisure. These cables are a great aid in large scale network 
installations and other long-distance cable runs and like all of our bulk 
networking cables, these are constructed with only high-quality components 
that can be counted on for high performance. 
 



 

 

Features: 
 Overall aluminum foil shielding (F/UTP) CMR In-Wall Riser Rated Category 

6A Ethernet cable 
 23 AWG individual solid pure copper conductors 
 Supports Power over Ethernet: PoE, PoE+, and PoE++ 
 Bandwidth speed up to 750 MHz 
 Cross separator spline to ensure better signal performance and less 

crosstalk 
 Comes on a convenient wooden spool for easy access 
 Running “FT” count printed on cable for easy measurement 
 Meets ANSI/TIA-568-C specifications and UL, RoHS and TAA compliant 
 Each package comes with 10 sets of shielded modular connectors 

 
*Due to the overall thickness of the shielded bulk cable, some standard RJ45 
connectors will not fit properly with this cable. We recommend using our 
universal CAT 7/6A/6 shielded modular connectors (C20-088L7S-20) or purchase 
the bundle kit to ensure a correct installation for optimal signal performance* 
 
Specifications/Contents: 
Model: TR4-70SRBL250-K 
Category: CAT 6A 
Conductor: Solid bare copper 
Wire Gauge: 23 AWG 
Cable Jacket: CMR In-wall riser rated 
Shielding: F/UTP overall aluminum foil shielding 
Color: Blue 
Length: 250 ft 
Overall Cable Outer Diameter: 7.0 mm 
Package Includes:  250 ft CAT 6A cable and 10 shielded connectors 
Weight: 12 lbs 

 


